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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

Previous work has found that the number of defects in a source
file is proportional to the number of developers who concurrently
access the file. Several “conflict-recommender” tools have been
proposed that can aid programmers in detecting conflicts that lead
to such defects. These can be classified according to several
design dimensions including how early in the programming
process the (potential) conflict is identified; which, if any, of
existing software systems must be extended to create the tool; the
granularity of the program constructs that are identified as
conflicting; the criteria used for identifying conflicts; how the
conflict information is obtained; and whether the tool supports
individual or collaborative inspection of the conflict. The various
points defined by this design space can be analyzed according to
several evaluation dimensions including the number of false
positives and negatives given by the tool; how much effort is
required to find/fix the conflict; the computation and
communication costs of the tool; how much change it requires to
the current software development process; how much screen realestate is used by the tool during coding; and to what extent is the
privacy of programmers invaded. The identification and analysis
of these design and evaluation dimensions can lead to better
evaluation of the various aspects of existing tools and an
integrated tool that combines orthogonal features of different
tools.

Complex software must be developed collaboratively. However,
Brooks [1] observed that adding more people to a software team
seemed to result in a disproportionate increase in coordination
cost. This observation seems unintuitive for two reasons. First,
documentation should reduce the need for direct communication.
Second, modular decomposition of software products should
isolate software developers. However, studies have found that the
approaches of documenting and partitioning are far from a
panacea. Curtis et al [2] found documentation is problematic
because requirements, designs and other collaborative information
keep changing, making it hard to keep their documentation
consistent. After finishing an activity, software developers often
choose to proceed to the next task rather than document the
results of what they have done. Perry et al [3] found that
partitioning does not isolate programmers. They studied Lucent’s
5ESS system and found a high level of concurrency in the project
- for example, they found hundreds of files that were manipulated
concurrently by more than twenty programmers in a single day.
Often the programmers edited adjacent or same lines in a file.
Version control systems, when used in conjunction with
programming environments, address the problem of concurrent
accesses. After programmers have completed an editing task to
their satisfaction, they switch to the version control system, check
in their changes, and use the diff tools of the system to identify
conflicts. If no conflicts are found, they can end the task.
Otherwise, after viewing/processing one or more potential
conflicts reported by the version control system, they can checkout the code, switch to the editing system, and fix the real
conflicts to carry out another iteration of this process. As
mentioned above, this process involves editing and conflict
detection phases, all of which are carried out asynchronously by
the programmers, though they may use check-in notifications,
email, IM, and other communication mechanisms to trigger
synchronous collaboration supported by some external tool that is
not integrated with the version control system.
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Even though this model provides conflict management, Perry et al
[3] found it does not work well. They found a positive correlation
between the amount of concurrent activity and defects in a file,
despite the use of state-of-the-art version control mechanisms to
find and merge conflicting changes. One reason for this situation
seems to be that programmers do not accurately document their
planned and finished tasks and do not look at such documentation.
As one programmer put it, “I will just blast ahead and cross my
fingers and hope I have not screwed up” [4]. Thus, programmers
are not able to prevent conflicts themselves during the editing
phase (as opposed to check-in time) of their activity because of
insufficient information about the activities of others.
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provide information that can indirectly help determine conflicts.
For example, recent changes to method signatures in related files
may indicate a potential conflict among them. However, it is up to
the visualization viewer to make this deduction. Thus, in
comparison to version control systems, it requires much more
effort to determine the conflict.

Ideally, what is needed is a tool that precisely identifies all
conflicts that result from such activities. However, developing
such a tool (for Turing-complete programming languages) would
be equivalent to solving the halting problem [5]. Therefore, the
best we can hope for is one or more “recommender tools” that
provide more information than what is provided by traditional
version control systems to detect and resolve conflicts. A variety
of research tools that meet this requirement have been developed.
However, these tools have not been compared with each other
using some common evaluation criteria. Moreover, each of them
seems to have unique advantages. There has been no effort that
explicitly tries to integrate these advantages.

Effort required to fix a conflicts: Once a conflict is found, some
effort is required to fix the conflict. A tool that flags each
concurrent edit as a conflict requires little cost to fix the conflict
as the programmers involved in making the conflicting changes
can provide a “stitch in time”. In contrast, version control systems
require expensive rollbacks of checked-in changes.

This paper is a first-cut effort at addressing these two related
problems. It classifies existing conflict-management tools
according to several design dimensions such as how early in the
programming process the (potential) conflict is identified. By
decomposing complete designs into multiple components, it
makes it possible to combine features found in different existing
designs into a single new integrated design. It also evaluates the
various points defined by this design space according to several
evaluation dimensions such as to what extent is the privacy of
programmers invaded. The evaluation makes it possible to reason
about the usefulness of the various design decisions and also
identifies some inherent tradeoffs that prevent all advantages of
current designs to be combined.

Change to the traditional software process: Tools differ also in
the degree to which they change the current software development
process. Current version control systems, being the state of the
art, do not change this process at all. A tool that flags each
concurrent edit as a conflict requires the programmers to do
something new - check for conflicts - on each remote edit, and
thus makes the maximum change to the process. A system like
Augur provides an intermediate amount of change as the
programmer must now periodically check the visualization
created by it.
Privacy invasion: A related issue is that programmers today
expect others to see their changes when they commit them as a
new version. Moreover, they expect others to see no more than
their check-in comments and a diff between the version and
others. Tools that make it easy/possible for others to see more
information about their changes such as their incremental edits or
which lines were last modified by them invade their privacy.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section
addresses the evaluation criteria. The following section is the bulk
of the paper. It identifies the evaluation and designs dimensions,
uses the design dimensions to classify existing tools, and analyzes
these tools according to the evaluation dimensions. The final
section identifies opportunities for integrating the designs, and
other directions for future work.

Computation and communication cost: Computation cost
includes the cost of comparing conflicting code elements and
visualizing the conflicts. Communication costs include the cost of
comparing changes made to distributed code elements. Like other
evaluation dimensions, these two dimensions also show
significant variance. Version control systems have the lowest
possible computation and communication costs. Once a version is
checked-in to a (potentially) distributed repository – a step
required by all tools discussed here – no additional
communication is required to compare two checked-in versions.
Moreover, computing and visualizing line diffs has insignificant
computation overhead. An Augur-like visualization increases the
computation load, and a system showing each remote change
increases the communication cost.

2. EVALUATION DIMENSIONS
False Positives and Negatives: Because of the halting problem, a
tool that tries to identify conflicts can give false positives and/or
negatives. Intuitively, it is not possible to achieve both low false
positives and negatives – a tool that is more aggressive about
identifying conflicts should lead to fewer false negatives and
higher false positives. In the extreme case, a tool that identifies
each concurrent edit as a potential conflict will give no false
negatives but the maximum possible number of false positives. As
it turns out, it is possible to have both high false positives and
high false negatives in the case of conflict detection. This is
particularly true when we consider current version control
systems because these tools rely on line-based diffs to find
conflicts. This approach does not detect conflicts involving
different files or even indirect conflicts within the same file such
as those between a called and calling procedure. On the other
hand, it flags additions and deletions of lines in a file as conflicts
even if they are semantically unrelated to the changes made by
the other programmer.

Conflict-specific
screen real-estate during software
development: Screen real-estate is an important issue in software
development. It is not uncommon for programmers to be
surrounded by multiple displays showing various aspects of the
development process such as the debugging and program state.
Thus, the space used to show conflict-specific information during
the software development process is an important aspect of the
evaluation. A traditional version control system takes no
additional space while the approach of communicating each
remote edit requires the code all of programmers concurrently
editing a program to be shown simultaneously.

Effort required to find potential conflicts: A related issue is the
effort required to identify conflicts. It is fairly easy to find
conflicts using version control systems as the changed, inserted,
and deleted lines are precisely indicated. This is not the case in
Augur [6], which provides a visualization that shows, for each
line of a program, its modification time, author, and length. While
the tool is not advertised as a conflict recommender, it does
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environment such as Eclipse that provides an interface to file and
version control systems can be used to find conflicts at any stage
of the development process.

3. DESIGN DIMENSIONS
In the section above, we took three specific designs – current
version control systems, Augur, and a tool that shows all
concurrent remote edits – to understand the evaluation dimensions
and the variance along them. Here, we dissect a greater variety of
designs into design dimensions and evaluate each design choice
using the evaluation dimensions. The designs we consider include
Palantir [7, 8], TreeMap [9][10], active diffs [11], read and edit
wear [12], Tukan [13, 14], [15], Jazz [16], and CollabVS [17]. As
in the case of Augur[6], some of these tools are general purpose
tools to aid collaborative software development and have not been
explicitly designed to identify conflicts. We include them
because, like Augur, they provide information that may be useful
for finding conflicts.

Granularity of conflicting constructs: Conflicts have been
identified and detected at various program granularities.
Traditional version control systems and active diff [11] detect and
report them at the granularity of text characters, as they show the
exact differences between two versions (even though they present
the differences in units of lines.) Write wear [12] and Augur [6]
provide conflict information at the line-granularity, as they do not
consider the exact contents of lines. Conflicts have also been
identified and reported at the method [8, 13, 14, 17], methodcategory [13, 14], class [8, 13, 14, 17], file [7-9, 13-15], and
directory [9] granularities. All other aspects being equal, the
smaller the granularity:

Conflict identification stage: Current tools identify conflicts at
different stages in the programming process: edit time [11]
[13,14][10][8][16][17], file-save time [9][15], build-time [17],
and version check-in time. All other things being equal, the earlier
the time at which a conflict is detected:
•

•

The less the effort required to remove the conflict. If the
conflict is determined at (a) edit time, then no re-coding
is necessary, (b) file-save time, then only conflicting
changes made since the last file save need to be undone,
(c) build-time, then all conflicting changes since the last
build must be undone and (d) check-in time, then
conflicting changes since the check-out must be done.
The more the frequency and amount of network
communication. Conflict detection at (a) edit-time
requires communication of conflict information on each
edit (to the site of all collaborators), even if the
(intended or actual) edit is later undone before the next
file-save or check-in, (b) file-save time, requires
communication of potential conflicts that exist at that
time, and (c) check-in time requires no extra
communication, as mentioned earlier.

•

The more the number of false positives as conflicts that
are later undone will be identified.

•

The more the amount of screen real-estate required to
show the conflict at coding time (as long as the conflict
information persists until check-in time). The reason
again is that the number of identified conflicts is
proportional to how early it is detected.

•

The more the intrusion on programmers’ privacy as
information about edits that are later undone on further
thought are communicated to others.

•

The more the disruption to the traditional development
model in that the increase in the frequency of conflict
identification is proportional to how much earlier than
check-time the conflict is reported.

•

The smaller the number of false positives and the larger
the number of false negatives, as a change at a smaller
granularity implies a change at the larger granularities,
but not vice versa. For example if the criterion used for
conflicts is concurrent editing of the same program
construct, then editing different methods in the same
class will not be considered a conflict if the granularity
is a method, but will be considered a conflict if the
granularity is a class.

•

The less the effort required to detect the conflict as
more information is provided to locate the conflicting
program fragments.

•

The more the invasion of programmers’ privacy
because of the additional information provided.

Conflict criteria: A variety of criteria exist for identifying a
potential conflict.

Tools extended/created: Some conflict detection tools such as
Augur are standalone new ones, while others are extensions of
programming environments/editors [8, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17], and
file-systems [17]. In general, if a conflict is to be detected at a
certain stage of the software development process, a tool
supporting that stage or earlier must be extended (by modifying
the tool or intercepting its events). In particular, a programming
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•

Concurrent edit status: Concurrent editing of the same
program component is the most popular criterion,
supported by almost all conflict-recommender systems,
though these systems differ in the granularity supported.

•

Conflict-count: A generalization of the above approach
is to count the number of concurrent edits to the
component and allow the programmers to use some
threshold number to determine if the accesses indicate a
conflict. Molli et al [10] use this approach for the file
granularity.

•

Component-count: A variation of the above approach
is to count the number/fraction of subcomponents of a
component that have changed. For example, Palantir [7]
provides functions that count the fraction of lines and
number of interfaces that have changed in a program.

•

Dependency-based: The above two approaches only
detect direct conflicts, that is, conflicts involving the
same program component. It is also possible to find
indirect conflicts, that is, conflicts involving different
components related by program dependencies such as
the IS-A dependency among classes/interfaces and the
calls dependency among methods [13,14][17][8].

•

Author-display: A generalization of Augur’s line-based
approach is to show the last author of a program

that the panes can be hidden when users wish
to focus on their individual work [17].

construct. If previous authors or others feel the current
author may not understand the full impact of the
changes to the construct, they can examine the code for
conflict.
•

•

Edit-wear: A variation of the above approach is to
show the number of times a construct has been edited
by anyone. Edit wear [12] supports this approach at the
line-granularity. Large edit wear may indicate conflict
hotspots that should be investigated.

The conflict-criteria dimension, unlike some of the previous ones,
cannot be evaluated based purely on qualitative arguments as,
because of the halting problem, it is hard to analytically compare
the relative effectiveness of all of these techniques. In some of the
previous dimensions, it was possible to do so as the differences
were a matter of different degrees of some aspect of conflict
detection such as the how early the conflict detection was or what
the conflict granularity was. Programmer studies are needed to
compare all of these conflict criteria with each other.

Individual vs. collaborative conflict inspection: Once a
potential conflict has been identified between two pieces of code,
the authors of the code must determine if it is a true conflict. Most
designs only provide individual inspection of the conflicting code.
Two exceptions are [17] and [18], which allow the authors to
collaboratively browse the conflicting code and conflicting
information about it. Collaborative inspection can reduce the
effort required to process the conflict but has the disadvantage
that it more drastically changes the current software process, in
which, coding is typically done individually.

Communicating conflict information: Information identifying a
potential conflict must be communicated to appropriate
programmers. As is the case with any kind of information, this
information can be pushed or pulled.
•

•

•

Push: Pushing conflict information essentially involves
generating a notification for the last editors of the
conflicting program components, as in [17]. This
approach may interrupt the programmers at an
inopportune moment, which is particularly a problem if
the programmers, based on context, know that the
notification is a false positive. Therefore, it should be
easy to ignore such a notification. For this reason, in
[17], a fading notification balloon is displayed, which
can be ignored like a junk-mail notification.

4. DISCUSSION
To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first work that identifies
the evaluation and design dimensions presented above, and
qualitatively compares points along various design dimensions
using the evaluation criteria. This is an important contribution for
several reasons.

Pull: Pulling conflict information involves querying for
the information at the programmers’ convenience. This
approach is supported in Augur since programmers
view the visualization on demand. While this approach
has the advantage of fewer unnecessary interruptions, it
has the disadvantages of late conflict identification
because communication of the identified conflict is
delayed.

Understanding existing tools: The evaluation dimensions
provide a basis for systematically comparing various conflictrecommender designs. The design dimensions provides a way to
economically describe and fundamentally understand the large
number of existing designs, by focusing on the similarities and
differences among these designs rather than describing each
design from scratch. The qualitative comparison of the points
along various design dimensions, in turn, provides an economical
analytical approach to evaluating the whole design space.

Awareness: A compromise is to use an awareness
approach, where some area on the screen is
continuously updated with conflict information. For
example, information about who is editing a file can be
continuously updated [16][17].
For programmers
continuously monitoring the screen area, this approach
reduces to the push approach while for the others it is
equivalent to the pull approach. The disadvantage of
this approach is that it requires additional screen estate
for displaying conflicts during the application
development phase. Two schemes can be used to show
conflict awareness on the screen:
•

Object-centric: The information about
conflict involving certain program component
is (permanently) attached to the displays of
the program components [8]. Whenever the
program components are viewed, the
associated
conflict
information
is
automatically displayed as a side effect. The
advantage of this approach is that the
information is found at a familiar place – the
display of the program component – hence the
effort required to locate this information is
low. A disadvantage is that in current
systems, the conflict information cannot be
removed from the display of the associated
program component, a problem that should be
easy to fix.

Implementing new points in design space: This work also
identifies ways to create new designs from existing ones.
Specifically, the space identified by the design dimensions has
several holes that can be filled by future designs. Page constraints
did not allow us to present a large table showing which points are
covered by existing designs and which are not. Instead we simply
enumerate here some of the unfilled ones. To the best of our
knowledge, no current design offers:

User-centric: A special user pane is created
for each collaborator. Each user pane contains
information about conflicts in which the user
is involved. An advantage of this approach is
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•

Dependency-based conflict-detection (a) at check-in
time, and (b) for granularities smaller than methods and
larger than classes.

•

An extension of a programming environment that
supports conflict-identification at file-save time, which
would be more practical than a file-system extension

[2]

[15] providing such support as it is easier to change a
programming environment ( through, for example, plugins) than a file system.
•

Edit-wear and author-display for components larger
than lines such as methods, classes, and files.

•

Conflict-count for components smaller than files such
as classes and methods.

[3]

[4]

Rather than only filling holes in the space, it would also be useful
to build a single tool that covers the whole design space. For
example, it would be useful to build a tool that performs
dependency-based conflict detection at edit, file-save and checkin time.

[5]

[6]

Evaluating tool effectiveness: The evaluation performed here is
only qualitative. Previous work has partly addressed this
limitation. Two lab studies have found that early dependencybased checking helped programmers resolve and fix conflicts that
would not have been detected by traditional tools[17][8]. It would
be useful to determine if this holds true in the field and for other
points in the design space. This is perhaps the most important
future direction for this work. It will help determine which points
in the design space are promising and thus should be integrated by
future tools.

[7]

[8]

Evaluating evaluation dimensions: The various evaluation
metrics themselves need to be evaluated to determine if they are
important. A lab study has found that programmers were not
much concerned with privacy issues when others had edit-time
awareness of the methods they were modifying [17]. Again, it
would be useful to determine if this holds true in field work and
for other points in the design space. If it does, then it should be
removed from the evaluation dimensions. A similar process is
needed for all of the other evaluation dimensions.

[9]
[10]
[11]

Unified framework for software-engineering recommenders:
Some of the evaluation and design dimensions seem to apply to
recommenders for navigation, refactoring, debugging and other
software engineering activities. We can generalize them to
dimensions that are independent of the exact programming
activity regarding which the recommendation is given such as
how much effort is required to determine and process a
recommendation, how much additional screen estate does the tool
require, what is the computing and communication cost of the
recommender, how early is the recommendation made, to what
extent are current software practices changed, what is the
granularity of the program component to which the
recommendation applies, and is pull, push or awareness approach
used to communicate the recommendation. It would be useful to
explore in-depth a unified framework for designing and
evaluating recommender systems.

[12]
[13]

[14]
[15]

[16]

This paper provides a basis for exploring these future directions.
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